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Abstract
‘Blue’ or Eurobonds guaranteed via joint and several liability by the eurozone member states have been
proposed by Bruegel, the Brussels-based think tank, as a key tool to stabilise and structure the eurozone
sovereign bond markets. However, as current events show, a second key feature of the proposal – their
limitation in volume to 60% of GDP – will be untenable in times of financial crisis. It carries the risk of
exploding marginal costs of funds to those sovereigns facing rapidly rising debt levels and forcing them
to issue ‘red’ bonds on their own standing. Rapidly rising fund costs would quickly drive them out of the
bond market and into the blue bond-issuing Eurozone Stability Mechanism (ESM). Therefore, under the
current proposal, in practice all sovereign bonds issued in the eurozone, regardless of ex-ante GDP
limits, would have to be assumed to be blue bonds – an outcome that is fraught with moral hazard.
Partial insurance of sovereign bonds by the ESM that avoids such ex-ante volume limitations is a more
efficient alternative. Sovereign bonds would embed a predetermined percentage of junior debt that would
be spun off as a marketable bond on the ESM application day, while the remaining senior debt would be
amortised as scheduled. Such ‘junior’ bonds could be subject to a restructuring or haircut under an
emergency fiscal adjustment programme devised by the ESM. The insured portion, the ‘senior’ bond,
would stabilise investor balance sheets by setting a floor under sovereign bond prices – both ex-ante and
ex-post. Additional debt to be issued by the sovereign during a financial crisis would remain partially
insured and thus carry substantially lower marginal costs of capital than ‘red’ bonds. This would
enhance the options for the borrower to adopt fiscal measures early and reduce the likelihood of tapping
the ESM for primary market funds.
Viewed from a political economy perspective, partial sovereign bond insurance is nothing more than a
formalisation of what has already been agreed upon. This is the declared policy action of both banks and
governments in the current crisis: private sector first-loss participation while avoiding a catastrophic
(‘Lehman’) loss event.
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Why
y blue (Eurro-)bonds will
w not work
w
as
prop
posed
The term
t
‘Eurobonds’ hass been intensively in the
politiical discusssion throug
ghout 2011 as the cen
ntral
tool for stabillising eurrozone sov
vereign bo
ond
mark
kets. The mo
ost specific proposal
p
so
o far, advan
nced
by Brruegel,1 callls for splittting the maarket along the
follow
wing lines:

of red
r debt (su
uch as Belgiium and Ita
aly), while others,
o
currrently stilll seen as ‘more stab
ble’, are qu
uickly
exp
panding in
nto red terrritory (i.e. Germany
y and
Fra
ance).
Figure
F
1. Red bond debt (>
> 60% GDP), 2nd qtr of 20009
vs. 1st qtr of 20011,% of totaal debt issued
d by sovereign
n

• Blu
ue bonds would bee jointly and severaally
gu
uaranteed by
y eurozonee sovereignss via the futture
Eu
uropean Sttability Meechanism (ESM),
(
or its
cu
urrent preccursor, th
he Europeean Finan
ncial
Staability Facillity EFSF, up
u to 60% of the GDP
P of
thee sovereign
n-issuing cou
untry.
• Reed bonds would
w
be issued
i
on the
t
individ
dual
sov
vereign’s standing
s
fo
or all soveereign debtt in
excess of 60%
% of its GD
DP. In add
dition to beeing
un
nsecured by
y the ESM (EFSF), red
d bonds wo
ould
be subordinatted to blue bonds.
b

Notes:
N
Level of government d
debt in the qua
arter divided by
th
he sum of currrent and last th
hree quarters of GDP.

mits
Debt dynamics during criisis renderss GDP lim
non-ccredible
I argu
ue that the Bruegel prroposal can
nnot work in
i a
financial crisis if
i the goal is to limit blue bondss to
60% of GDP or another moderate
m
th
hreshold vallue,
due to typical deebt dynamiccs.
h
seen eurozone member states wh
hose
We have
soverreign financces had beeen well-maanaged beffore
the crrisis rapidly
y piercing the 60% ceeiling. In Sp
pain
there was an inccrease in public
p
spend
ding, a lack
k of
control of regio
onal spend
ding and a decreasee of
region
nal revenu
ue in particcular (much
h of which
h is
real-eestate relatted). In Ireland,
I
th
here was an
assum
mption of private baank debt (iimplicitly real
r
estatee developerr debt).
As Rogoff
R
& Reinhardt
R
(22009) havee shown, su
uch
aggreessive shortt-term soveereign debt dynamics are
the cllassic course of events,, and will most
m
likely end
e
in a very
v
messy default.
d
Figurre 1 display
ys the share of total sovereign
s
d
debt
that is
i in excess of 60% of GDP
G
(‘red bond’
b
debt) for
eurozzone memb
ber states, as reported
d by Eurosstat,
comp
paring the second
s
quarrter of 20099 with the first
f
quartter of 2011.
Irelan
nd and Spaiin are in facct even new
wcomers in the
propo
osed red bond
b
mark
ket. Sovereiign borrow
wers
are
considered untiil recently as less vulnerable
v
runniing high an
nd still mod
derately inccreasing ratios
1 See

D
Delpla
& von Weizsäcker
W
(20010).

Sources: Eurostat, Finpolconssult computatiions.

hile we are unsure therefore whetther a staticc GDP
Wh
thrreshold for sovereign debt is a good
g
predicctor of
sov
vereign finaancial vulneerability,2 we
w know fo
or sure
tha
at red bond
ds, being b
both junior and unseccured,
wh
hen issued by
b a sovereiign considered as finan
ncially
vullnerable, would
w
fetch ballooning spreads in times
of crisis. The positive
p
im
mpact of blu
ue bonds forr such
a borrower would theerefore be limited to
o the
w be
seccondary maarket, whilee his primarry market will
thrrown into tu
urmoil at th
he worst po
ossible timee. This
is both
b
an ecconomically
y and politiically impo
ossible
outtcome, and exactly thee reverse off what is needed
n
to mitigate adverse
a
folllow-on efffects, such as a
neg
gative fiscall austerity low-growth
h feedback lo
oop.
Thee probabiliity indeed would bee high thaat any
forrmal GDP ceeiling woulld be declarred null and
d void
by policy-maakers when
n crisis hitts. Alternattively,
eurrozone mem
mbers facin
ng steep ma
arginal costts will
app
ply more qu
uickly to the ESM, whiich is an isssuer of
blu
ue bonds and is likely
y to pass on
o most off their
interest rate ad
dvantages.
Replacing
R
the sovereign deebt-to-GDP th
hreshold by a wider
stattic measure, e..g. including p
private sector debt, will not lead to
a much
m
different outcome. Con
nsider the casee of the Netheerlands,
wheere a large volume of mo
ortgage debt is
i targeted to
o upper
mid
ddle-class con
nsumers for taax arbitrage purposes.
p
In co
ontrast,
low
w mortgage deebt volumes can easily balloon, e.g. wh
hen the
morrtgage instrum
ment is tied to
o a foreign currrency, as in the
t case
of Swiss
S
Franc loaans in Austriaa.
2
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De facto full insurance creates massive moral
hazard

Partial sovereign bond insurance by the
eurozone (‘eurozone bond insurance’)

Because red bonds cannot work in a stressful
situation, the distinction between blue and red
bonds is an artificial one. In reality, investors will
anticipate the outcome during crisis and consider
all bonds issued under the scheme as blue, i.e. fully
protected by the ESM, with the red bonds being
merely a contingent liability.

Basic concept

This would eliminate market discipline almost
entirely rather than defining a playing field for the
market.
Full insurance perceived by investors renders it
more likely that other markets will be ‘pegged’ to
the benefiting sovereign market via explicit or
implicit sovereign guarantees, e.g. bank, mortgage
(retail) and corporate bond markets.
This eliminates market discipline in additional
markets, where far greater options for private
sector control exist than in the sovereign market,
and at the same time raises potential bailout costs.
The marginal cost of the funds problem described
will become more acute, as the surpassing of a
specific sovereign debt-to-GDP level becomes
more likely when other bond markets are being
simultaneously guaranteed and lose discipline.
Necessary fiscal controls (joint fiscal policy) for a
full insurance model are large, and short-term
implementation is out of question in the eurozone,
let alone the EU. Not even the US, which is far
more advanced in fiscal (and political) integration
than the eurozone, has a full insurance model in
state finance. Fiscal coordination between states in
the US is rather indirect, via copying of fiscal rules
and transfer policy arrangements, and state debt is
not explicitly guaranteed by the federal level.
To support a full insurance model, a very large
ESM, established as a quasi-bank, will be required,
which may prove very hard to control in day-today operations.
It is finally worth noting that the financial situation
that an unlimited blue bond would create is
exactly the same as the eurozone situation of the
2000s, when spreads of sovereign bonds to Bunds
already were minimal. This caused substantial
delay in addressing fundamental fiscal and
economic problems, and even deterioration.

The fundamental alternative to full insurance with
a non-credible volume limit is partial insurance
without a volume limit. The goal is to moderate
the marginal cost of funds in a crisis situation
while keeping them sufficiently high in a noncrisis situation, in order to keep incentives for
sound fiscal and economic management intact and
discourage the described pegging of other bond
markets.
Partial insurance could come in highly diverse
forms, as a review of products in the existing bond
insurance market shows. The particular form
proposed here would be a partial insurance wrap
of both principal and interest by the ESM.
However, as a variant to standard partial wraps,
we propose to endow the protected bond with a
‘dormant’ senior-junior structure. Dormant means
that a ‘junior’ bond – the principal/interest not
protected by the ESM – is created if and when the
bond insurance is called.
The trigger date is when the ESM is tapped as the
lender of last resort by the borrower. The entire
yield curve of the borrower is treated equally. For
non-maturing bonds, the call leads to the creation
(split) of the (tradeable) junior bond and a senior
bond to be serviced and amortised by the ESM as
scheduled. Tradeable junior bonds serve to better
manage the balance sheet risks of investors and
attract additional investor classes interested in
speculative assets.
Junior bonds could be restructured (e.g. with
payouts linked to GDP growth) or given a haircut
under the fiscal adjustment programme to be
determined between the ESM and the borrower.
As with Eurobonds, ESM-sponsoring governments
would be provided with ample control rights in
return for their partial sovereign bond guarantees.3
In particular, a set of fiscal (and financial sector)
policy criteria – in addition to other signals, such
as rating or spreads – could serve to specify and
differentiate the necessary insurance premiums to
fund the scheme.
Whether to continue to use the term ‘Eurobond’ for a
partially ESM-insured sovereign bond is a matter of
communication with the public. Much positioning against or
in favour of Eurobonds has taken place in the European
political sphere, with little reference to specifics.
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Figurre 2. Market pricing of Eurobonds
E
(blue/red bond
d split) vs. soovereign bondds partially
insurred by the eu
urozone (seniior/junior bon
nd split)

Sourcee: Dübel/Finp
polconsult.

Priciing of parrtially inssured sovereign bon
nds
durin
ng crisis, co
ompared to
o blue/red bonds
The partial bo
ond insuraance conceept using the
senior/junior bo
ond split as describeed avoids the
cliff-eedge effectt of a 60%
% GDP rattio while still
proviiding invesstors with explicit cattastrophic risk
r
proteection. Thiis leads to drasticcally redu
uced
marg
ginal cost of
o funds, especially during
d
crisiis. I
have represented these dynamics in a hig
ghly
simpllified mann
ner in Figuree 2 above.
The blue/red
b
bo
ond split crreates a kin
nked curve for
the market
m
value of total debt.
d
Below
w the 60% GDP
G
thresh
hold, the value
v
of debt is alwaays par (E
ESM
current coupon levels), im
mplying thatt no sovereeign
risk premium
p
iss charged. Above
A
the 60%
6
thresho
old,
howeever, as add
ditional deb
bt is issued on the basis of
soverreign standiing only, th
he additionaal market vaalue
of ad
dditional debt is co
onsiderably
y below par.
p
Marg
ginal bond prices (raates) collap
pse (jump) in
discreetionary form, esttablishing a finan
ncial
acceleerator.
In con
ntrast, undeer the partiaal insurancee senior/jun
nior
bond concept, a sovereign
n risk prem
mium will be
charg
ged at almo
ost any leveel of debt (iincluding very
v
low debt
d
levels)), i.e. for a higher-risk
k sovereign the
debt trades alm
most alwayss below paar (ESM). The
T
contin
nuing existtence of a sovereign risk premiium
will assist colleective eurozone effortts to improve
fiscal and financcial market discipline, even below
wa
debt level of 60%
% GDP, wh
here the blu
ue bond wo
ould
treat a high-risk sovereign artificially
a
a low-risk.
as

owever, addditional debtt will be priiced the sam
me, or
Ho
onlly marginallly higher aas the mark
kets will prrice in
an increased probability
y of the bo
onds being split,
wh
hile catastro
ophic risk p
protection remains
r
in place
(po
otential con
nvexity not shown in the
t figure, which
w
usees a straigh
ht line). M
Marginal bon
nd prices (rates)
(
bro
oadly equall average bo
ond prices. The likeliho
ood of
tap
pping the ES
SM in the ccrisis zone, when debt starts
to exceed 60%
% of GDP, will be fa
ar smaller as
a the
borrrower getss additionaal room forr manoeuvre for
stra
ategies reducing debt or debt grrowth. Insu
urance
preemiums cou
uld still be increased in this roo
om for
ma
anoeuvre at an early stage to enha
ance a borro
ower’s
willlingness to
o adopt suffiiciently effeective measu
ures.
Fig
gure 3 pressents the developmen
nt of the av
verage
and
d marginal cost of fund
ds of four eurozone meember
states for the two
t
alternattives in an historical
h
in
nterest
rate simulation based on Eurostat/E
ECB data for 2010
and
d 2011. Th
he assumptions madee clearly ignore
i
som
me key issues,
i
succh as im
mplicit eurozone
pro
otection alrready imp
plied in cu
urrent soveereign
bon
nd rates, the
t
pricing
g impact of
o the proposed
sub
bordination
n of red bo
onds, and in
i particulaar the
ma
aturity struccture of exissting debt.4

Th
he maturity structure will m
massively affecct the averagee cost of
fun
nds, but less so
s the margin
nal cost of fu
unds. Intuitiveely, the
sensitivity of aveerage cost of ffunds to the teerm structure will be
lesss in the parttial insurancee proposal, where
w
margin
nal and
aveerage costs arre moving clloser to each
h other than in the
bluee/red bond prroposal.
4
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Figgure 3. Simullation of inteerest rates off Eurobonds (blue/red
(
bon
nd split) vs. partial
p
soverreign bond in
nsurance by the
t
eurrozone (senioor/junior bon
nd split): Thee cases of Spaain, Ireland, Italy and Belgium 2010--11
Spaain

Italy

Ireland

Greece

Assu
umptions: Currrent marginall cost of fundss of the sovereeign equal its sovereign
s
bon
nd rates when debt is > 60% of GDP and blue
b
(Euro-)bond ratess when debt is
i < 60% of GDP. Average cost of funds is the compo
osite of blue bo
ond and soveereign bond raates,
pending on th
he ratio of red
d debt > 60% of GDP. Blu
ue bond rates are calculateed as the weig
ghted averagee of near 10-y
year
dep
sovereign bond rates,
r
taking ESM
E
weights. In the case off partial bond insurance by
y the eurozonee, the margina
al cost of fund
ds is
ual to the averaage cost of fun
nds. The partiaal bond insuraance coveragee ratio assumed
d is 60%.
equ
Sources: Eurostatt on GDP an
nd sovereign debt data, ECB
E
on nearr 10-year sov
vereign bond rate data. Computations
C
s by
bel/Finpolcon
nsult.
Düb

The results off the simulation are as followss:
Spaain: As Spaiin broke thrrough the 60%
6
GDP debt
ceilling in No
ovember 20010, its marrginal cost of
fun
nds under the
t blue/reed bond prroposal wou
uld
hav
ve risen fro
om 3.35 to 5.4%, a 600% increasee in
inteerest costs. The margin
nal cost of funds
f
of a 60%
parrtially Eurozone-insurred bond would haave
beeen only 4.655% in the same
s
month
h. In the laater
cou
urse of eveents, the in
nterest-rate spike in the
t
seccond quarteer of 2011 would have been on
nly
parrtially transsmitted und
der the parrtial insuran
nce
app
proach: at spike soveereign ratess around 6%,
6
maarginal ratees would have rem
mained a full
f
perrcentage point
p
loweer.5 Given that Spain
It could be arg
gued that soveereign second
dary market raates
emb
bed a probabiility of impliccit ESM proteection and ‘cleean’
sovereign rates should even be consideraably higher. This
T
5

rem
mained clo
ose to thee 60% deb
bt ceiling, the
av
verage costt of funds of the blue/red
b
bo
ond
proposal wou
uld have sstayed belo
ow the parrtial
inssurance pro
oposal.
Itaaly: With debt
d
during the periiod alwayss in
excess of 60%
% of GDP, th
he margina
al cost of funds
(reed bond) was
w always higher tha
an the averrage
cost of funds,, including blue bondss. The margiinal
cost of fundss of ESM-in
nsured bon
nds at the 60%
6
coverage ratiio would h
have been some
s
30-50 bp
low
wer, with the
t greater difference arising durring
thee July 2011 crisis. Giveen the high debt
d
levels, the

arg
gument holdss more credib
bility for the smaller states, in
parrticular of co
ourse those th
hat already arre with the EFSF
E
(ES
SM). This stren
ngthens the caase against usiing red bondss in a
crissis situation.
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needed, even though the concept can be
reconciled with the proposed collective action
clauses for bonds issued from 2013 onwards.

average cost of funds for both proposals would
be roughly the same.
Ireland: As with Italy, the 60% ceiling was pierced
with the banking crisis in the third quarter of
2009. It is worth noting the vast marginal cost of
funds’ advantage of the partial insurance solution
of a full 400 bp, resulting from the massively
widened sovereign spread. Red bonds would
have been out of the question for Ireland, which
has tapped the European Financial Stability
Facility (EFSF). Importantly, under the partial
insurance concept, the critical threshold rate of
7% would have been pierced only very late, in
May 2011. Positive feedback effects of the partial
insurance coverage might even have avoided
drawing on the EFSF.
Greece: Facing large debt levels, issuing red bonds
in the Greek case would have been as nonfeasible as in the Irish case. We note also that the
average cost of funds of the blue/red bond
combination would have exceeded the partial
insurance average cost of funds by some 100200bp, since debt levels are so high. Again, the
marginal cost of funds of a partial insurance
solution would have been far lower than red
bond rates, and the critical 7% level would have
been pierced far later. In the Greek case, my term
structure assumptions (see footnote Error!
Bookmark not defined.) appear particularly
restrictive, as the sovereign had preferred longterm bond issues that dampened the rise in the
average cost of funds. In combination with partial
insurance reducing the marginal cost of funds,
this might have substantially increased the room
for avoiding tapping the EFSF.

•

Adequate minimum protection of investors. The
senior bond portion is amortised by the ESM
under its contractual conditions without
further
conditionality
(i.e.
public
discussion/political risk). This sets a floor
under investor losses and safeguards an
important volume of his liquidity needs. It is
paramount to avoid another Argentina or
Lehman event with bottomless senior bond
prices and illiquid markets in them, in order
to stabilise the bond market as a whole.
Regulatory benefits for senior bonds would
stabilise the capital situation of banks and
insurance companies hit by an event.
Regulatory capital differentiation would be
focused on the junior bond, which those
institutions can dispose of, but in exchange for
a write-down.

•

Freedom to dispose, beneficial speculation. The
junior bond split from the senior bond on the
rescue event date can be sold by the investor
at the most convenient point in time, or kept
to its restructured maturity. Credit funds and
other risk-takers in the market will appreciate
those bonds as convenient leveraged vehicles,
requiring less funding, to take a position in
the underlying credit event. The current
‘mezzanine’ problem – a dry-up of
institutional investor liquidity in the middle
spread range where interest by credit funds is
still low – is being avoided.

•

Avoids triggering rating and credit default swap
(CDS) default clauses. The junior bond split
from the senior bond on the rescue event date
will still be ‘performing’ at that point in time,
as will be, in any event, the senior bond. Only
upon later restructuring will rating or CDS
events be triggered. This will reduce but not
eliminate another financial accelerator.

•

Minimisation of distortions across the sovereign
yield curve and re-establishment of long-term
investor trust. The current rescue operations
via the EFSF are highly distortive since they
subordinate later maturing long-term bonds
to both short-term bonds and long-term bonds
near their maturitydate. Such implicit
subordination gets worse as more debt is
amortised in full by the EFSF, implying – for

General cost-benefit considerations
•

Calibrated burden-sharing of investors in an ESM
resolution. When a new partially insured bond
is issued, it already entails an adequate
structuring for the resolution case. The junior
bond is split away on the rescue event date
from the senior bond, e.g. at a ratio of 40-60%,
as in the simulation. It only then becomes
subordinated, to both the senior bonds it was
split from, and all new bonds issued.
Maturity, amortisation and interest rate
conditions of the junior bond can be changed
by the ESM in interaction with the borrower
to support the fiscal adjustment programme.
No separate agreement with creditors will be
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budget constraint reasons – a declining
likelihood that future amoritisations will be
similarly made in full. This dynamics has
already substantially contributed to the
secondary-market widening seen during the
current crisis, and worsened the crisis. Time
subordination is also extremely dangerous, as
it provides governments with incentives to
shorten funding maturities going forward.
Since junior bonds would be created over the
entire yield curve on the rescue event day,
there is no such risk under this partial
insurance proposal. It brings back the priority
of the legal rank principle (‘waterfall’) over
the arbitrary de-facto ranking on the time
scale (‘first come first serve’). This should help
re-establish investor trust.
•

•

•

Market control. The crisis has taught us that it
is very important to differentiate the liability
side of any large borrower to improve risk
monitoring incentives and enable efficient
burden-sharing. The proposed structure is just
one instrument; others – such as contingent
convertibles in the case of banks – are being
discussed and partly already implemented.
While a junior-senior split is the appropriate
instrument for sovereigns, it can also be
applied to banks. However, in the case of
sovereign finance with fewer control options
over balance sheets than in corporate finance,
it would be crucial not to split senior and
junior debt already upon their creation to
keep risk monitoring incentives (or the desire
to hedge in markets that will arise as a result
of the structure) of senior bond-holders alive.
Improvement of communication with the markets.
The markets are highly sensitive to attempts
at political manipulation. In contrast to the
blue/red bond proposal, where the blue bond
GDP limit would immediately come under
fire when debt levels rise, under contractually
determined partial insurance coverage,
political determinations and designations
would not come into play before the rescue
event date, and even then would be limited to
junior bonds.
Fiscal cost. While initially a eurozone partial
insurance scheme run by the ESM would need
sizeable financial backstopping from higherrated sovereigns, the accumulation of cash
reserves via charging insurance premiums

would reduce this need over time. The EFSF
already builds reserves in this way.6 The
required reserves on an expected loss basis of
a partial bond insurance scheme will depend
on specific insurance conditions (coverage and
premia), the probability of and loss-given
default, and the sequencing adopted when
phasing in the new bond market regime. We
turn to some of these issues below; calibration
requires
a
more
detailed
feasibility
assessment.

Partial bond insurance as a step-by-step
formalisation of existing crisis response
policies
Bond insurance mechanisms in general and the
construct of junior bonds in particular are neither
rocket science nor new. They have been used
extensively
in
corporate
and
sovereign
restructurings, including in the Argentine case.
Latin American Brady Bonds created a version of
tradeable debt in the secondary market after
restructuring akin to the tradeable junior bond
proposed here.
The constitution of the EFSF as a primary market
lender of last resort is already one partial
insurance model.
The EFSF has so far been operated under great
ambiguity regarding its financial conditions, with
key conditions such as the degree of private
sector participation, the level of interest rates and
terms charged for fresh money being left
unspecified until sufficient political pressure
mounted. This situation is highly unsatisfactory,
and as we advance towards defining the rules of
the ESM, which substitutes the EFSF from 2013
onwards, a more systematic solution is required.
However, we already have two political
agreements in the eurozone, which could form
the basis for that solution: first, a minimum level
of protection for existing bondholders, i.e. no
The large German sovereign bond investor Allianz (2011)
has proposed to explicitly convert the EFSF into a European
Sovereign Bond Insurance Mechanism. However, Allianz
proposes de facto full insurance wraps along the lines of US
monolines, with a deductible of 10% that would lead most
insured bonds into AA territory. This would then be closer
to the blue bond, giving rise to the same volume limitation
debate as the unconstrained catastrophic risk protection
proposed here.

6
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Lehman event in the range of 10% (10c/€)
recovery ratio, in a large, systemically relevant
debtor. Second, we have nevertheless agreed on
substantial private sector (investor) participation.
The initiative taken by the Fédération Bancaire
Française in June 2011, for example, comes out on
Greek existing debt at roughly 50% coverage
(50c/€ minimum payout) – the equivalent of the
proposed senior bond.
The French banking industry initiative also
highlights the options for the ESM to adopt
different bond insurance payout variants: 30c/€
will be paid to participating lenders in cash, while
approximately 20c/€ will be paid via highly rated
zero coupon bonds. It was promptly followed by
proportional additional write-downs across the
European banking industry on Greek debt in July
and August 2011.
The crucial point is the precedent of the
acceptance of a specific EFSF coverage ratio by a
large investor class, namely banks. The step still
to be taken from here to a systematic partial bond
insurance model is to further specify and then
either statutorily or contractually formalise that
ratio.

Responding to speculative attacks
against a specific ESM partial insurance
coverage ratio: Time variation of
coverage or a structured defence system?
George Soros, in his FT comment of 14 August
2011, raised the point about the need for a rather
high insurance coverage level by the eurozone
initially, to instil market confidence amidst
heightened investor anxiety.
While little can be said against the tactical
argument, there are also strong arguments from a
structural perspective in favour of a more limited
coverage, including the imperative to not
compromise what the industry already has
agreed upon, after a year of painful discussion, to
shoulder as private-sector participation for
Greece.
A related question is whether there should be a
time-constant or time-variable insurance coverage
ratio, the first being de-facto a statutory figure,
the latter contractual: using a constant figure
matching long-term needs of the entire eurozone
would have the great advantage of almost
eliminating political risk, while a variable figure

could be fine-tuned to the market situation. A
constant figure would clearly require special
protection in the ESM statutes.
Clearly, the higher and more flexible the partial
insurance coverage ratio, the greater the
protection of weaker eurozone members will be
against speculative attacks. However, also the
higher and more flexible the partial insurance
ratio, the greater the moral hazard and
downgrade risk for the ESM.
Partial insurance even at a constant ratio already
goes a long way towards improving shock
resilience even for weaker eurozone members, as
the simulation shows. The developing defence
system against speculative attacks should help to
add the needed flexibility. To use a football
analogy (pricing indications refer to fixed-rate
bullet bonds with maturity of 10 years): the goal
keeper stands where the secondary market
playing field is limited, e.g. at 60c/€ as in the
simulation. This is the ESM as lender of last resort
in the primary bond market and partial bond
insurer, as described. Defence line: the ESM and
the ECB would both remain secondary bond
market purchasers, playing at varying bond price
levels, but not very far advanced. The danger of
intervening early (as the ECB did in the Greek
case at 80-90c/€) is to accumulate losses quickly
and increase political resistance against an
intervention mandate, while being ultimately
unable to fend off the speculative attack. As for
the defensive mid-field: we need fundamentally
changed incentives for institutions to induce them
to invest anti-cyclically, e.g. as borrower
succumbs to fiscal adjustment programme.
Currently, many institutions in the eurozone
decide, and in some cases are even told by their
regulators, to disinvest from periphery debt,
rather than anti-cyclically invest when bond
prices have dropped. This is despite substantial
general regulatory privileges when investing in
sovereign bonds and their implicit backing by
governments. The breakdown of the mid-field
unduly increases pressure on the defence – the
ESM and ECB to gain in scale (investment
volumes) and strength (rating). In the offensive
mid-field: banks, which hold bonds for both
investment and speculation purposes, appear
hobbled by undercapitalisation and the
regulatory attack against proprietary trading. A
number of questions, ranging from accounting to
capital requirements, need to be resolved to bring
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them back into the market. However, it is
noteworthy that in Europe many banks have a
rather institutional investor character as longterm investors in sovereign bonds, and a revision
of incentives to invest here should have a similar
defensive impact, as in the case of institutions.

•

Adverse selection/scope: Should governments
that would, temporarily or permanently, not
benefit from partial eurozone bond insurance
be forced to enrol their bonds? Should bond
market sectors that are governmentsponsored be enrolled or only implicitly
backed? Clearly, the broader the scope, the
lower the probability that isolated bond
market crises will turn into a general crisis of
confidence. Yet, the broader the scope, the
higher the explicit capital needs of the
insurance.

•

Pricing: On what historical database and from
what time onwards should catastrophic risk
protection as described be priced for the
individual sovereign? Catastrophic risk
pricing would implicitly set a floor under
interest rates when the most immediate need
is setting a cap. This begs the question of the
timing of its introduction.

•

Intervention rights: When fiscal adjustment
needs to start prior to ESM primary market
application (e.g. in the case of buying Italian
or Spanish debt), the question of automatic
triggers for adjustment arises.

•

Seniority of primary market funds: Even though
public claims must not be senior to private
claims per se (as numerous historical
examples show, e.g. the German financial
crisis of 1929-30, in which foreign public
claims were senior), the seniority of fresh
financial commitments over existing debt
must be observed – regardless of the identity
of the investor. The eurozone made a contrary
predisposition in June 2011: ESM funds rank
pari passu with existing investors, and below
new private investors. This can only weaken
ESM intervention capacity and should be
repealed.

•

ESM size and protection: To the extent that the
mid-field in the defence system of a partial
insurance scheme – banks and institutions –
remains non-operational, even in cases
deemed to suffer primarily from illiquidity
rather than from serious insolvency risk, the
ECB and the ESM in particular must have
greater room for purchases. This might call for
automatic capitalisation mechanisms beyond
insurance premia collected and sponsor
guarantees given (such as potentially ringfencing EU-wide VAT revenue to mobilise

Phasing-in
Should only new bonds be enrolled in the partial
eurozone bond insurance scheme or both existing
and new bonds?
In favour of new bonds: In the absence of a clear
and in particular credible ranking (see above), the
insurance mechanism could be focused on
attracting and giving preference to fresh money
in a crisis situation. This would reduce the
burden on the ESM on the primary lending side,
while splitting the primary and secondary market
and increasing the probability of secondary
market sell-offs.
In favour of both existing and new bonds: Enrolling
all bonds from day one would immediately
stabilise intermediary balance sheets. However, it
is potentially more costly and could create
adverse incentives. The better route could be the
direct stabilisation of balance sheets (e.g. bank
recapitalisation).
The call to be made here depends greatly on the
scale of the feedback effects between primary and
secondary markets. Given that the thrust of the
partial bond insurance proposal is to truly attack
a large problem (dwindling confidence in the
eurozone), to minimise pricing distortions
between primary and secondary market
segments, and to formalise decisions already
made on existing bond portfolios (private sector
participation in the Greek case), a comprehensive
solution is preferable, i.e. the enrolment of
existing and new bonds. This has substantial
implications for the size of the EFSF, however,
and later on for the ESM. To establish credibility,
it will be more important to mobilise the entire
defence system described above.

A number of open questions
There are certainly numerous open questions
with a partial bond insurance regime, in
particular if it is integrated into a staggered
defence structure, as described.
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capital for the ESM), possibly also for bank
rather than agency charter (allowing for repo
operations).7

Conclusion
There have been many attempts to solve the
eurozone crisis, most of which have failed
miserably. The discussants of the existing regime
and the Bruegel plan are aware of all the options
and their drawbacks.
None of the options in bond instrument design –
neither the blue/red bond proposal nor the
partial insurance proposal – offers a miracle
solution: once over-indebtedness is a fact, some
investors are going to take a loss. Once financial
crisis has reached the systemic risk stage, stronger
governments are needed to support weaker ones,
and bold institutional and instrument design
steps need to be taken.
However, a partial bond insurance scheme such
as the one proposed here, in particular if
combined with a structured defence system
against speculative attacks, can help to improve
communications between the market and
government via a proven, credible and
transparent concept; minimise market distortions
by treating all bondholders equally; contain
supra-national protection costs; operate anticyclically rather than pro-cyclically; give the
investor greater freedom to operate both ex-ante
and ex-post, and keep the real causes of market
volatility better tied to the credit fundamentals.

7 See

Mayer & Gros (2011).
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